2006 Camden Design Awards

Run by Camden council, the awards celebrate high quality standards of urban design in the borough. The honours were presented last month at The Roundhouse by Sunand Prasad, president elect of the RIBA. A panel of judges from local groups, architects and the council deliberated over 20 entries covering a wide range of schemes and selected four winners and four commendations. All the schemes nominated had to show how they had enhanced the local environment and had to be largely visible to the public. The winners are...

CLOCKWISE from top left:
1 & 2 The Roundhouse - by architects John McAslan & Partners
3 Tercelat Terrace NW3 - by KSR Architects
4 Fitzjohn’s Primary School NW3 - by Curl la Tourelle Architects
5 Great Turnstile House WC1 - by Mary Thum Associates Ltd.